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Abstract

Formal semantics of programming languages needs to model the potentially infinite state transi-
tion behavior of programs as well as the computation of their final results simultaneously. This
requirement is essential in correctness proofs for compilers. We show that a greatest fixed point
interpretation of natural semantics is able to model both aspects equally well. Technically, we
infer this interpretation of natural semantics based on an easily omprehensible introduction to the
dual definition and proof principles of induction and coinduction. Furthermore, we develop a proof
calculus based on it and demonstrate its application for two typical problems.

Keywords: Formal semantics, formal compiler correctness, natural semantics,
coinductive/greatest fixed point interpretation, proof calculus.

1 The Need for Greatest Fixed Point Semantics

Programming language semantics incorporates two dual aspects: The execu-
tion of a program triggers a potentially infinite state transition sequence. If
this transition sequence terminates, then it defines the final result of program
execution. A formalism for the semantics of programming languages should
model both aspects simultaneously. If the execution of a program terminates,
then its final result should be defined based on the finite state transition se-
quence. Moreover, a semantics formalism should specify a more meaningful
semantics than just “undefined” for non-terminating programs. This require-
ment is essential in practical applications. Many programs (e.g. operating sys-
tems, data bases, control software in embedded systems or reactive systems)
are not intended to terminate while still having a very special semantics.
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We show that a greatest fixed point interpretation of natural semantics is
able to model both aspects simultaneously. This greatest fixed point inter-
pretation gives rise to a proof calculus consisting of inductive and coinductive
proof rules. It can be used in the formal reasoning about programming lan-
guages. As examples, we consider two applications. The first concerns the
correctness proofs of translations, e.g. in compilers. Thereby one needs to
prove that the observable behavior of the translated programs is preserved.
This is a stronger requirement than just preserving their final results. The
second example regards proofs for properties of programming languages, e.g.
type safety. They need to consider terminating and non-terminating programs.

Our proof calculus is based on the well-established trend that a combi-
nation of algebraic and coalgebraic methods can be used successfully in the
specification of and reasoning about programming languages, especially for
potentially non-terminating processes. We restate the corresponding proof
principles of induction and coinduction in a simple form which is yet powerful
enough to model deterministic, possibly infinite computations. We describe
the two dual definition and proof principles, in contrast to the common lit-
erature utilizing category theory, in a purely set-theoretic and easily compre-
hensible manner. We show that the state transition behavior of programs
must be defined coinductively and that the final result is defined inductively
on top of it. While automated theorem provers, e.g. Isabelle [13], have the
potential to reason coinductively, the standard practice does not use it. All
automated as well as “paper and pencil” proofs based on natural semantics
exploit induction and, hence, do only hold for terminating computations. The
results of this paper demonstrate that this is not sufficient and can easily be
replaced by coinductive reasoning.

The Insufficiency of Induction Proofs
Let us start with a motivation why induction is not the appropriate proof

principle for infinite computations.

Consider one of the well-known proof rules of the Hoare cal-{P}
proc p

· · ·
{P}
p
{Q}

· · ·
endproc
{Q}

culus [6]. If one wants to prove that a recursive procedure p

is correct wrt. a precondition P and a postcondition Q , then
one assumes that for all recursive calls of p within the body
of p, precondition P and postcondition Q hold. If p always
terminates, then this is an induction proof. The recursion
depth of the inner calls is always smaller than the recursion

depth of p itself. If the procedure p does not terminate, it is no longer a valid
induction proof. The state transition sequence in the inner procedure’s body
is infinitely long as well as the state transition sequence of the outer proce-
dure. Hence, we do not have an induction premise about a strictly smaller
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state transition sequence. Both state transition sequences have the same set-
theoretic size. Nevertheless, it is still a valid coinductive proof showing that
at each procedure entry, the precondition is fulfilled. Thereby we assume that
the precondition holds in the initial state and prove that it also holds when
entering the inner procedure. In this case, we cannot say anything about
the postcondition because the program point at which it should hold is never
reached.

The proof for the validity of the Hoare calculus rule in the non-terminating
case uses induction to show that no contradiction can be observed. This
reasoning is the basis for coinduction. An inductive argument shows that,
for all finite prefixes of the potentially infinite state transition sequence, the
precondition P is valid at each entry of procedure p. Then it concludes that
this property (P valid at each entry of p) holds also for the infinite state
transition sequence. If this were not the case, then there would be a finite
prefix not fulfilling P , hence contradicting the result of the induction proof.

The Hoare calculus rule for procedures is essentially an overlay of two
rules. The first considers the terminating case with a postcondition. The
second models the non-terminating case where the precondition holds at each
procedure entry. We will see the same overlay of rules for natural semantics.

2 Natural Semantics

Natural semantics [9] is a deductive method to define the semantics of pro-
grams. Axioms and inference rules specify semantic properties wrt. the ab-
stract syntax. The semantics of an abstract syntax tree is defined as a state
transition from the initial state into the final state. This state transition is
defined compositionally in terms of the state transitions of the direct subtrees
of the abstract syntax tree. Consider e.g. the rules for the while-loop:

Eval(cond , σ) = false

< while cond do S end, σ > → σ

Eval(cond , σ) = true, < S , σ > → σ′,

< while cond do S end, σ′ > → σ′′

< while cond do S end, σ > → σ′′

These two rules express that the body S of the loop is executed depending
on the value of the condition cond . If it is executed, then the entire loop is
executed recursively again. In the traditional setting, which we revise in this
paper, this kind of semantic description is only used for terminating compu-
tations. In this case, the second rule says that there exists a state transition
from σ to σ′′ if the condition cond evaluates to true, if the body S is executed
by a state transition from σ to σ′ and if there is a state transition from σ′ to
σ′′ describing the recursive execution of the loop.
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In general, given a production X0 ::= X1 · · ·Xn of the abstract syn-
tax, a corresponding inference rule has the following form, whereby Xlk ∈
{X1, . . . , Xn}, 1 ≤ k ≤ m and Xij ∈ {X0, X1, . . . , Xn}, 1 ≤ j ≤ r:

Eval(Xl1 , σ0) = value1, . . . , Eval(Xlm , σ0) = valuem,

< Xi1 , σ0 > → σ1, · · · , < Xir , σr−1 > → σr

< X0, σ0 > → σr

The assumptions of an inference rule consist of two parts, evaluation con-
ditions Eval(Xlk , σ0) and state transitions of the direct subprograms < Xij ,
σj−1 >→ σj. The evaluation conditions decide about the applicability of the
rule in a given state σ0. In the while-loop example, they express the value
Eval(cond , σ0) of the condition cond . The state transitions in the assumptions
describe the semantics of the subprograms. The entire state transition for the
loop is expressed in the conclusion. An axiom is an inference rule with only
evaluation conditions in its assumptions but no state transitions, i.e. r = 0.

Data structures are needed to define the values of the evaluation conditions
and the states reached during program execution. These data structures are
typically defined inductively by a term algebra over a fixed set of constructor
functions. Additional (defined) functions are specified by equations defining
recursively the effect of these functions on the constructor terms.

Natural semantics specifications describe derivation trees. Their root nodes
are marked with the program to be executed and with the initial and final
state of computation. The successors of the root are marked either with
direct subtrees of the program or the program itself (in recursive definitions).
Furthermore, the successors are marked with state transitions as defined by
the inference rules: The entire state transition from the initial state σ into
the final state σ′ of the root node is split up into a sequence σ = σ0 → σ1 →
· · · → σr = σ′ of state transitions. Each individual state transition σi−1 → σi,
1 ≤ i ≤ r, is described by exactly one of the subtrees of the derivation tree.
The order on these subtrees is specified implicitly by the linear order of the
states σ0 → σ1 · · · → σr.

Traditionally, natural semantics specifications are interpreted with finite
derivation trees because only then, a unique final state exists. This traditional
view corresponds to an inductive or least fixed point interpretation. In this
paper, we argue why a greatest fixed point or coinductive interpretation is
more appropriate. It also allows for a semantics for non-terminating programs
while not changing the usual inductive semantics for terminating programs.
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3 Induction and Coinduction

Let D be an abstract data type, S some fixed set, dl ∈ D for l ∈ {1, . . . rj},
j ∈ {1, . . . , q} and sk ∈ S for k ∈ {1, . . . , wj}, j ∈ {1, . . . , q} or k ∈ {1, . . . , ti},
i ∈ {1, . . . , p} defined by: d ∈ D iff

d ::= Base1 (s1, . . . st1) | · · · | Basep(s1, . . . stp) |
Con1 (d1, . . . , dr1 , s1, . . . sw1) | · · · | Conq(d1, . . . , drq , s1, . . . swq)

This definition specifies a universe D of trees whose nodes are marked with one
of the base or constructor symbols Basei , i ∈ {1, . . . , p} or Conj , j ∈ {1, . . . , q}
and with the corresponding sequence of values s1, . . . sti or s1, . . . swj

. Formally,
this set D of marked trees is defined by two recursive conditions: d ∈ D iff:

• If d = Basei(s1, . . . sti), 1 ≤ i ≤ p, then root(d) has no successor nodes. In
this case, the marking of root(d) is defined as mark(root(d)) = (Basei , s1,
. . . sti).

• If d = Conj (d1, . . . , drj
, s1, . . . swj

), 1 ≤ j ≤ q, then root(d) has rj direct
subtrees d1, . . . , drj

such that d1, . . . , drj
∈ D. In this case, the marking of

root(d) is defined as mark(root(d)) = (Conj , s1, . . . swj
).

This definition does not only specify trees of finite height but also trees of
infinite height. For space reasons, we do not prove that the set D exists. Such
a proof can be found e.g. in [2], showing that the closure ordinal of D is ω.
For sake of readability, as an abbreviation, we write mark(d) for a given tree
d instead of mark(root(d)), where root(d) denotes the root node of tree d. 1

The universe D of marked trees induces the complete lattice (P(D),⊆) where
P(D) denotes the powerset of D and ⊆ the inclusion relation on sets.

Definition 3.1 [Specification Spec] A specification Spec defines a unary pred-
icate Spec on the universe of an abstract data type D by stating exactly one
equation for each base Basei , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and each constructor Conj , 1 ≤ j ≤ q:

Spec(Basei(s1, . . . , sti)) ≡ true ∧ okBasei (s1, . . . , sti)

Spec(Conj (d1, . . . , drj , s1, . . . swj ) ≡ Spec(d1) ∧ · · · ∧ Spec(drj )

· · · ∧ okConj (s1, . . . , swj ,mark(d1), . . . ,mark(drj ))

Thereby, the predicates okBasei and okConj , 1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ q, define
restrictions on the allowed combinations of markings of neighbored nodes in
the elements of D. The exact definitions of okBasei and okConj depend on
the concrete specification. E.g. in the context of natural semantics, they are

1 Note that mark(d) is not a recursive function denoting the markings of all nodes in tree
d. mark(d) only specifies the marking of the root node of d.
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implicitly specified by the axioms and inference rules of the natural semantics,
cf. also subsection 4.1 where we state the corresponding details. For now, we
only require them to be decidable. The predicate Spec defines implicitly a
function spec : P(D) → P(D):

spec(X) = {x ∈ X | ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.x = Basei(s1, . . . sti) ∧ okBasei (s1, . . . , sti) ∨
∃j ∈ {1, . . . , q}.x = Conj (d1, . . . , drj , s1, . . . , swj ) ∧ d1 ∈ X ∧ · · · ∧ drj ∈ X ∧
okConj (s1, . . . , swj ,mark(d1), . . . ,mark(drj )}

Theorem 3.2 (Monotonicity of spec) The specification function spec:
P(D) → P(D) is monotone on the lattice (P(D),⊆), i.e., if X ⊆ Y for
X, Y ∈ P(D), then spec(X) ⊆ spec(Y ).

Proof. By contradiction: Assume there exists z ∈ spec(X), z �∈ spec(Y ).
Then there exists x ∈ X such that spec({x}) = {z}. Since X ⊆ Y , it follows
that x ∈ Y and spec({x}) = {z} ⊆ spec(Y ), contradicting the assumption. �

Tarski’s fixed point theorem states that each monotone function f on a
complete lattice has a least and a greatest fixed point, denoted by lfp(f) and
gfp(f). Hence, we conclude that lfp(spec) and gfp(spec) exist. The least fixed
point is called initial algebra, the greatest fixed point final coalgebra.

A specification Spec restricts the valid markings of the nodes of the trees
in the universe D of an abstract data type. The least fixed point lfp(spec)
is the set of all finite trees whose markings are valid wrt. the specification.
(Short outline of a proof: It is obviously a fixed point. Consider a set strictly
smaller: Then the “missing element” can always be constructed by a finite
construction sequence.) The greatest fixed point gfp(spec) is the set of all trees
with finite and infinite height whose markings are valid wrt. the specification.
(Short outline of a proof: Each tree in D not contained in this set has at least
two neighbored nodes whose markings are not valid wrt. the markings of its
predecessor or successor nodes.)

A priori there is no direction in the specification. It is not determined if
a marking is defined in terms of the markings of its successors or of its pre-
decessor. In principle, two definition schemata are possible: In the inductive
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definition schema, we specify valid
markings for the bases. Then
we state how they are propagated
through the entire tree by defin-
ing how the markings of a node
are derived from the markings of
its child nodes. The reverse direc-
tion is also possible and gives us
the coinductive definition princi-
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ple. Starting at the root node of a tree, we specify how its marking is prop-
agated through the tree. Therefore we define how the marking of a node is
derived from the marking of its predecessor. The first principle is structural
induction and defines unique markings on finite trees. The second principle
works also for infinite trees. Even though a tree might not be finite, the coin-
ductive definition specifies a possibly infinite marking process well-defined at
each step.

The inductive definition principle corresponds directly with the inductive
proof principle. It states that some predicate Q holds for all elements in the
least fixed point lfp(spec). An inductive proof is entirely constructive. Q can
only be verified for elements which can be constructed.

There is also a coinductive proof principle which corresponds directly with
the coinductive definition principle. It can be used to prove properties of
elements in the greatest fixed point. We need these two versions:

Theorem 3.3 (Unary Coinduction Principle) Let d ∈ gfp(spec), Q a
predicate on the markings of the nodes of d. Q(mark(k)) holds for all nodes
k ∈ d if
• Q(mark(root(d))) and

• if ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , q} . (d = Conj (d1, . . . , drj
, s1, . . . , swj

) ⇒ (Q(mark( Conj (d1,
. . . , drj

, s1, . . . , swj
))) ⇒ Q(mark(d1)) ∧ · · · ∧ Q(mark(drj

))))

The two conditions in theorem 3.3 provide us with a proof principle to
verify that all markings in a tree d ∈ gfp(spec) fulfill a given predicate Q.
Therefore we need to prove that Q holds for the marking of the root node of
d (first condition) as well as for all nodes which can possibly be reached from
this root node (second condition). This is achieved by proving that whenever
Q holds for the marking of an inner node, then it also holds for the markings
of its direct successor nodes. In contrast to definition 3.1, there are no re-
cursive proof obligations like Spec(Conj (· · · )) ≡ Spec(d1)∧ · · · ∧ Spec(drj

) . . ..
Here we only need to prove a non-recursive statement about the finitely many
constructors Con1 , . . . ,Conj of D and their possible successors. As a conse-
quence of theorem 3.3, we then get a statement about the infinitely many trees
in the greatest fixed point gfp(spec) (many of which are of infinite height) and
their markings. In practical applications, we verify the two conditions of the-
orem 3.3 by utilizing the specification spec and its definitions of the predicates
okBasei for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and okConj for 1 ≤ j ≤ q, cf. also section 4 and 5.

Proof. Proof of theorem 3.3. By contradiction: Assume there exists a node
k ∈ d such that ¬Q(mark(k)). W.l.o.g. let k be a node with minimal dis-
tance to the root node of d such that ¬Q(mark(k)). Let pos be the po-
sition of this node k, i.e. k = d |pos . (Each node in a tree can be spec-
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ified by a list of navigation numbers denoting the path from the root on
which it can be reached.) Since we assume that Q(mark(root(d))) holds,
the list pos contains at least one element: pos = [l | pos ′]. Since we as-
sume that k is a smallest node such that ¬Q(mark(k)), Q(mark(d |pos′))
follows. But d |pos′= Conj(d1, . . . , drj

, s1, . . . , swj
) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , q} and

d |pos∈ {d1, . . . , drj
}. From the third assumption in theorem 3.3 we infer that

Q(mark(dl)) for all l ∈ {1, . . . , rj}, in particular Q(mark(k)) in contradiction
to the assumption ¬Q(mark(k)). Hence, Q(mark(k)) for all k ∈ d. �

Theorem 3.4 (Binary Coinduction Principle) Let d, d′ ∈ gfp(spec). d =
d′ if
• for some i ∈ {1, . . . , p}: d = Basei(s1, . . . , sti) and d′ = Basei(s1, . . . , sti)

or if for some j ∈ {1, . . . , q}: d = Conj (d1, . . . , drj
, s1, . . . , swj

) and d′ =
Conj (d

′
1, . . . , d

′
rj

, s1, . . . , swj
) and

• if for all terms t1, t2 ∈ gfp(spec) and for all j ∈ {1, . . . , q}:
if t1 = Conj (d1, . . . , drj

, s1, . . . , swj
) and t2 = Conj (d

′
1, . . . , d

′
rj

, s1, . . . , swj
)

implies that for all l ∈ {1, . . . , rj}: mark(dl) = mark(d′
l).

Proof. Analogous to the proof of theorem 3.3: By contradiction: Assume that
d �= d′. Then there exists a position pos = [l | pos ′] of minimal length such
that mark(d |pos) �= mark(d′ |pos) and mark(d |pos′) = mark(d′ |pos′). But then
the second condition in theorem 3.4 implies that mark(d |pos) = mark(d′ |pos)
which is a contradiction to the assumption d �= d′. Hence d = d′. �

As theorem 3.3, theorem 3.4 states two non-recursive conditions which al-
low us to reason about recursive, possibly infinite structures. When reasoning
about the semantics of programming languages, we use the unary coinduction
principle to prove statements about possibly infinite state transition sequences
of program executions. Moreover, we use the binary coinduction principle to
compare programs by comparing their state transition sequences.

4 Interpretations of Natural Semantics

We start with the observation that each natural semantics defines an abstract
data type. Then we show that each natural semantics is a specification in the
sense of definition 3.1. We prove that the least fixed point of such a specifi-
cation describes the execution of all terminating programs while the greatest
fixed point defines also a semantics for all non-terminating computations.
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4.1 Derivation Trees of Natural Semantics

A big-step semantics defines execution of programs in a top-down fashion:
the state transitions of an entire abstract syntax tree are composed from the
state transitions of its direct subtrees and, in recursive definitions, also from
its own state transitions. It is important to observe that a big-step semantics
defines individual state transitions only at the leaves of an abstract syntax
tree. For all inner nodes, the inference rules specify how to compose the
overall state transition sequence in the conclusion from the state transitions
of the assumptions. Hence, we can regard each inference rule as a recursive
procedure that is applicable if its evaluation conditions are fulfilled and that
calls recursively further axioms or inference rules. The execution of a program
defines a possibly infinite derivation tree. Its inner nodes correspond to the
application of inference rules and its leaves represent the application of axioms.
We define this idea formally:

First we define the markings of the nodes in a derivation tree. Let Prog be
all abstract syntax trees. Let Prog = {prog | ∃ prog ′ ∈ Prog . prog = prog ′ ∨
prog is a subtree of prog ′} be all abstract syntax trees and their subtrees. Let
S be the data structures used in a natural semantics to represent the states
(cp. section 2). In a derivation tree, each node is marked with (P, prog , s, s′)
where P is its base or constructor, prog ∈ Prog is a program, s ∈ S is the
initial state, and s′ ∈ S the final state.

Let A1, . . . , Ap be the axioms and R1, . . . , Rq be the inference rules of a
natural semantics specification, each belonging uniquely to one production
X0 ::= X1 · · ·Xn of the abstract syntax and each of the form

Eval(Xl1 , σ0) = value1, . . . ,

Eval(Xlmi
, σ0) = valuemi

< X0, σ0 > → σ1

Eval(Xl1 , σ0) = value1, . . . , Eval(Xlmj
, σ0) = valuemj ,

< Xi1 , σ0 > → σ1, · · · , < Xirj
, σrj−1 > → σrj

< X0, σ0 > → σrj

The abstract data type D of derivation trees is defined as follows whereby
prog ∈ Prog and s, s′ ∈ S: d ∈ D iff

d ::= A1(prog , s, s′) | · · · | Ap(prog , s, s′) |
R1(d1, . . . , dr1 , prog , s, s′) | · · · | Rq(d1, . . . , drq , prog , s, s′)

The predicate Spec is defined by stating one equation for each axiom and each
inference rule. This is the version for Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ p:

Spec(Ai(prog , s, s′)) ≡
root(prog) = X0 ∧ root(prog |[1]) = X1 ∧ · · · ∧ root(prog |[n]) = Xn ∧
∃ substitution τ . (τ(σ0) = s ∧ τ(σ1) = s′∧
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Eval(prog |[l1], τ(σ0)) = value1 ∧ · · · ∧ Eval(prog |[lmi ]
, τ(σ0)) = valuemi

)

The first line specifies that axiom Ai belongs to production X0 ::= X1 · · ·Xn

and can only be applied to programs of that form. prog |[i] denotes the i-th
direct subtree of prog . The second line describes that the general states σ0

and σ1 which may contain variables as placeholders can be mapped to the
concrete states s and s′ by applying a substitution τ . The last line specifies
that the evaluation conditions must be fulfilled in the state s = τ(σ0).

The version of Spec for an inference rule Rj, 1 ≤ j ≤ q needs additional
conditions for the recursive correctness requirements. The first line is the
recursive constraint requiring that all subtrees fulfill the specification. The
last three lines require that each direct subtree is marked either with the same
program or a direct subtree of the program. Furthermore, it is specified that
the final state of the k-th subtree is the initial state of the k + 1-st subtree,
1 ≤ k ≤ j − 1. The remaining requirements are the same as for an axiom:

Spec(Rj(d1, . . . , drj
, prog , s, s′)) ≡ Spec(d1) ∧ · · · ∧ Spec(drj

) ∧
root(prog) = X0 ∧ root(prog |[1]) = X1 ∧ · · · ∧ root(prog |[n]) = Xn ∧
∃ substitution τ . (τ(σ0) = s ∧ τ(σrj

) = s′∧
Eval(prog |[l1], τ(σ0)) = value1 ∧ · · · ∧ Eval(prog |[lmi ]

, τ(σ0)) = valuemi
∧

∀l ∈ {1, . . . , rj} . (mark(dl) = (prog ′, s1, s2) ⇒
(il = 0 ⇒ prog = prog ′ ∧ il > 0 ⇒ prog |[il]= prog ′) ∧
root(prog ′) = Xil ∧ τ(σl−1) = s1 ∧ τ(σl) = s2))

Spec is a specification wrt. definition 3.1. Hence, there exists a monotone
specification function spec with least and greatest fixed point, lfp(spec) and
gfp(spec), on the set D of marked derivation trees. If d ∈ D is marked with
(P, prog , s, s′) for P ∈ {A1, . . . , Ap, R1, . . . , Rq}, then we say that d is a deriva-
tion tree for prog and s and that s is the initial and s′ the final state of d.

A priori, there is no direction in the definition of the markings. Neverthe-
less, in all existing specifications, such a direction exists. For each marking
(P, prog , s, s′) of a derivation tree, P ∈ {A1, . . . , Ap, R1, . . . , Rq}, the program
prog and the initial state s are defined coinductively while the final state s′

is defined inductively. Even if the execution does not terminate and the final
state is not uniquely defined, the state transitions performed during execution
are still uniquely determined.

Definition 4.1 A natural semantics specification is deterministic if
• for all prog ∈ Prog, s ∈ S, there exists exactly one axiom or inference rule

whose evaluation conditions are fulfilled in state s and which is applicable
to prog (i.e. if the axiom or inference rule belongs to the production X0 ::=
X1 · · ·Xn, then root(prog) = X0 and for l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, root(prog |[l]) = Xl).

• For each axiom and inference rule, if prog and initial state s are known, then
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<prog,[ ],[i=5]>

i:=1 i:=5while i<2 do

prog

<while i<2 do
   i:=i+1 od,[i=1],[i=2]>

<i:=5,[i=2],[i=5]>
  i:=i+1 od

<i:=i+1,[i=1],[i=2]> <while i<2 do
   i:=i+1 od,[i=2],[i=2]>

<i:=1,[ ],[i=1]>

Fig. 1. Semantics of a Terminating Program

all evaluation conditions can be computed by a terminating computation.

• For each axiom, if prog and the initial state s are given, then the final state
s′ can be computed uniquely, also by a terminating computation.

One can also consider the case that there are specifications such that no
final state can be computed because, e.g., there might be no applicable rule.
Such a case is called a stuck computation. To keep the presentation simple,
we do not discuss such situations here.

4.2 Classical Inductive Interpretation

The classical interpretation of natural semantics defines semantics only for
terminating programs. We give an example for a terminating computation.
Then we prove that for all terminating programs, the final state is unique.

Example 4.2 [Terminating Execution] Assume that a state during execution
is a list of pairs of variables with their current values. Assume further that
the program prog as given on the left-hand side in figure 1 is to be executed in
state [], i.e., no variable has been assigned a value yet. Then the semantics of
the program is represented by the derivation tree d on the right-hand side in
figure 1. This example demonstrates the two-level hierarchy of coinductive and
inductive structures in program semantics: The program prog and the initial
state s are defined coinductively. Their definition starts at the root of the
derivation tree and is propagated through the tree until its leaves are reached.
At the leaves, the coinductive part of semantics, i.e. the state transition
behavior, is connected with the inductive part, i.e. the computation of the
final state. The definition of the final state is inductive since it starts at the
leaves and proceeds along the derivation tree structure up to the root.

Theorem 4.3 Let Spec be a deterministic natural semantics, spec the cor-
responding specification function and lfp(spec) its least fixed point on the set
D of marked derivation trees. Let S be the set of states and Prog the set
of abstract syntax trees or subtrees thereof. For each program prog ∈ Prog,
s0 ∈ S, if the execution of prog starting in s0 terminates, then there exists
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exactly one derivation tree d ∈ D for prog and s0. The final state of d is
uniquely determined.

Proof. By Induction on the (finite) structure of d:
Induction Base: If there is an axiom Ai such that its evaluation conditions
are fulfilled in s0 and which is applicable to prog , then there exists a unique
final state s′ ∈ S such that < prog , s0 >→ s′. Because Spec is deterministic,
no other axiom or inference rule is applicable, hence d is uniquely determined.
Induction Step: Let Rj, 1 ≤ j ≤ q, be the unique inference rule applicable to
prog whose evaluation conditions are fulfilled. If this rule has rj assumptions,
then the derivation tree d for prog and s0 has rj direct subtrees. The first
subtree is uniquely determined because it is a derivation tree for some program
prog ′ and s0 where either prog ′ = prog or prog ′ is a direct subtree of prog , as
specified by Rj. Due to the induction hypothesis, there exists a unique state
s1 which is the final state of the first direct subtree of d, < Xl1 , s0 >→ s1. s1 is
also the initial state for the second subtree of d. By repeating this reasoning,
we conclude that all direct subtrees of d have unique initial and final states.
The unique final state of the last subtree of d is also the final state of d. Hence,
the derivation tree d for prog and s0 is uniquely determined. �

4.3 Coinductive Interpretation

If a program prog does not terminate when started in an initial state s0,
then the derivation tree for prog and s0 has an infinite height. This means
that the coinductive and the inductive definition flow of the semantics cannot
be connected since there are no leaves. In consequence, there is no unique
derivation tree for prog and s0. As an illustration, consider this example:

Example 4.4 [Non-Terminating Execution] As in example 4.2, each state is a
list of pairs of variables and their current value. The semantics of the program
with the non-terminating while-loop on the left-hand side is represented by
the infinite derivation tree on the right-hand side. The annotation “...” means
that the value of the respective initial or final state is not uniquely determined.
Thus, there are several derivation trees for prog and s0 = [], all for which
the relation between the markings of parent and child nodes is valid wrt. the
specification. Even though not all states are uniquely defined, these derivation
trees define a unique infinite state transition sequence, as we prove below.

Definition 4.5 [State Transition Sequence] Let Spec be a deterministic natu-
ral semantics specification, spec the corresponding specification function, prog
be a program, and s0 the initial state of computation. Let d ∈ gfp(spec) be a
derivation tree of prog and s0. Then the state transition sequence of d, prog
and s0 is defined as follows:
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undefined initial and 

i:=1 i:=5

prog

  i:=i+1 od
<i:=1,[ ],[i=1]>while true do

<i:=i+1,[i=1],[i=2]>

<while true do

<while true do

<while true do<i:=i+1,[i=2],[i=3]>

<i:=i+1,[i=3],[i=4]>

non−terminating
computation leads to 

<prog,[ ], ...>

<i:=5, ... , ...>
   i:=i+1 od,[i=1], ...>

   i:=i+1 od,[i=2], ...>

   i:=i+1 od,[i=3], ...>

final states 

state sequence(Rj(d1, . . . , drj
, prog , s0, s)) =

append([s0], state sequence(d1), . . . , state sequence(dn))
state sequence(Ai(prog , s0, s)) = [s0, s] where s is the uniquely determined

final state (cf. third case in definition 4.1).

Lemma 4.6 Let Spec be a deterministic natural semantics specification, spec
the corresponding specification function, prog be a program, and s0 the initial
state of computation. Let d ∈ gfp(spec) be a derivation tree of prog and s0.
Then the state transition sequence state sequence(d, prog, s0) of d, prog and
s0 is uniquely defined.

Proof. If d has finite height, then it follows from theorem 4.3. If d has
infinite height and direct subtrees d1, . . . , dr, then let di, 1 ≤ i ≤ r be the
first subtree of infinite height. All subtrees d1, . . . , di−1 have finite height and
unique initial and final states. di has a unique initial state. By using the
unary coinduction principle (In theorem 3.3, let Q be the property that the
roots of all finite subtrees as well as the first subtree with infinite height have
uniquely determined initial states), we conclude that di has a unique state
transition sequence. Since this sequence is infinite, its concatenation with the
state transition sequences of the subtrees di+1, . . . , dr does not have any effect.
(The concatenation of an infinite list l with any other list l′ is again the list
l.) Hence, d has a well-defined state transition sequence. �

When programs do not terminate, then they have in general more than
one derivation tree, as discussed in example 4.4. Nevertheless, their state
transition sequences are always the same. To prove this, we first define the
effective part eff part(d) of a derivation tree which includes only those parts
which can be reached, if one spends enough time, during computation.

Definition 4.7 [Effective Part of Derivation Tree] The effective part of a
derivation tree d, eff part(d), is the tree defined as follows: :

eff part(d) = d if d has finite height,
eff part(Rj(d1, . . . , drj

, prog , s, s′)) =
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Rj(d1, . . . , dl−1, eff part(dl), prog , s,⊥)
where l ∈ {1, . . . , rj}, and d1, . . . , dl−1 have finite height.

Theorem 4.8 (Unique Effective Parts) Let Spec be a deterministic nat-
ural semantics specification, prog a program and s the initial state of program
execution. Let spec be the corresponding specification function and d, d′ ∈
gfp(spec) derivation trees for prog and s. Then eff part(d) = eff part(d′).

Proof. If d and d′ both have finite height, then its follows directly from the-
orem 4.3. Hence, assume that d or d′ have infinite height and use the binary
coinduction principle to prove that eff part(d) = eff part(d′). Therefore we
prove the two conditions stated in theorem 3.4 for eff part(d) and eff part(d′).
First condition: The case that d = Ai(prog , s, s′) or d′ = Ai(prog , s, s′), i ∈
{1, . . . , p}, does not exist because then, both d and d′ are equal to Ai(prog , s, s′)
(and finite) because Spec is deterministic. Hence, d = Rj(d1, . . . , drj

, prog , s, s′)
and d′ = Rl(d

′
1, . . . , d

′
rl
, prog , s, s′′), j, l ∈ {1, . . . , q}. Because Spec is determin-

istic, it follows that Rj = Rl. Hence, wlog., d′ = Rj(d
′
1, . . . , d

′
rl
, prog , s, s′′).

Hence, we conclude that eff part(d) = Rj(eff part(d1), . . . , eff part(drl
), prog ,

s,⊥) and eff part(d′) = Rj(eff part(d′
1), . . . , eff part(d′

rl
), prog , s,⊥) which

shows that the first condition of theorem 3.4 is fulfilled.

Second condition: We need to show that those markings of the direct sub-
trees of eff part(d) and eff part(d′) which do not denote trees are the same.
These markings are the constructor symbols (i.e. the applied inference rules),
the program annotations (element of Prog) and the initial states in the mark-
ings of the direct subtrees of eff part(d) and eff part(d′).
d has at least one infinite subtree dl, 1 ≤ l ≤ rj. The subtrees d1, . . . , dl−1 have
finite height. d1 has the same initial state as d′

1, so it follows that d1 = d′
1.

(For a proof by contradiction, assume that d1 �= d′
1. Then assume that there

is a first position when traversing d1 and d′
1 in left-to-right order at which

d1 and d′
1 differ. But this is a contradiction to Spec being deterministic). In

particular, we conclude that mark(d1 ) = mark(d1
′). With the same reasoning

repeated, we prove that dk = d′
k for 2 ≤ k ≤ l − 1. The markings of dl and d′

l

do not need to be equal as the final state of a non-terminating computation
is not uniquely determined. Nevertheless, the parts of their markings which
influence their effective parts are the same: The final state of dl−1 and d′

l−1

are the same so that also the initial states of dl and d′
l are equal; the programs

∈ Prog in the marking of dl and d′
l are the same because the same inference

rule is applied at d and d′ (Spec is deterministic); and because Spec is deter-
ministic, there is exactly one inference rule Rl which is applicable at dl and d′

l.
Hence, we have dl = (Rl(. . .), prog , sl, s

′
l) and dl = Rl(. . .), prog , sl, s

′′
l ). From

this, it follows that eff part(dl) = (Rl(. . .), prog , sl,⊥) and eff part(d′
l) =

(Rl(. . .), prog , sl,⊥) which completes the proof of the second condition of the-
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orem 3.4. Hence, we conclude that eff part(d) = eff part(d′). �

Corollary 4.9 (Unique State Transition Sequence) Let Spec be a deter-
ministic natural semantics, prog a program and s0 the initial state of program
execution. Let spec be the corresponding specification function and d, d′ ∈
gfp(spec) be derivation trees for prog and s0. Then state sequence(d, prog,
s0) = state sequence(d′, prog, s0).

Proof. This follows directly from theorem 4.8 and the construction used in
the proof of lemma 4.6. �

Definition 4.10 [Semantics of a Program] Let Spec be a natural semantics,
spec the corresponding specification function, and prog be a program. The
semantics Sem(prog) of prog is defined as the set of all derivation trees in
gfp(spec) whose root is marked with prog :

Sem(prog) = {d ∈ gfp(spec) | ∃s, s′ ∈ S, P ∈ {A1, . . . , Ap, R1, . . . , Rq} .
mark(root(d)) = (P, prog , s, s′)}

The semantics of prog for the initial state s0 is the set

Sem(prog , s0) = {d ∈ Sem(prog) | ∃s′ ∈ S, P ∈ {A1, . . . , Ap, R1, . . . , Rq} .
mark(root(d)) = (P, prog , s0, s

′)}
The set Sem(prog , s0) might contain more than one derivation tree. In

this case, the computation does not terminate. Subtrees of the derivation tree
coming after (wrt. to a depth-first left-to-right order) the non-terminating
subtree do not contribute to the infinite state transition sequence since they
will never be reached. Nevertheless, the effective parts of all derivation trees in
Sem(prog , s0) are the same and contain exactly those parts of the derivation
trees which contribute to the state transition sequence of the program.

5 Applications of the Proof Calculus

Natural semantics, if interpreted coinductively, combines both aspects of pro-
gramming language semantics in a very elegant and theoretically simple way.
It defines a unique effective part for each program and each initial state.
For all terminating executions, it defines also a unique final state. For all
non-terminating executions, it describes uniquely the infinite state transition
sequence of program execution. In this section, we show how the unary and
binary coinduction principles can be applied for programming languages.

Compiler Correctness A correct compiler should preserve the observable
behavior of the translated programs. This requirement is essential. In many
practical applications, programs do not terminate and are not even intended
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to terminate (e.g. data bases, operating systems, software in embedded sys-
tems, reactive systems in general). If one wants to verify that software for such
systems is translated correctly, the proof cannot be done by induction. The
corresponding derivation trees and state transition sequences are not finite.
Instead one needs a coinductive proof that the observable behavior, i.e. the
state transition sequence is the same in the original and the translated pro-
gram. The basis for coinductive reasoning is greatest fixed point semantics.

Example 5.1 [Verification of an Optimization] Consider the non-terminating
program from example 4.4. An optimizing compiler might recognize that the
while-loop does not terminate. Since the compiler is required to preserve
the observable behavior, it cannot modify the while-loop. Nevertheless, the
assignment i:=5 will never be reached during any execution and can be elim-
inated. If the inference rules for the while-loop (cp. section 2) are interpreted
inductively with the least fixed point, then such a transformation cannot be
verified as being semantics-preserving. In the greatest fixed point interpre-
tation, we can do a coinductive proof showing that the while-loop does not
terminate and that the state transition sequences in the original and in the
optimized program are the same. Therefore we need to use the binary coin-
duction principle to prove that the effective parts of the derivation trees d and
d′ of the original and the optimized program are the same. The reasoning
is completely analogous as in the proof of theorem 4.8. First we do a case
distinction if d and d′ are both finite (which is trivial because of theorem 4.3).
For the non-trivial case, at least d or d′ of infinite height, we use the binary
coinduction principle to prove that the effective parts of d and d′ are the same.
Therefore we need to verify the two conditions of theorem 3.4: According to
the first condition, we need to show that the applied inference rules at the
root node of the derivation trees, the initial states and the program are the
same. This holds trivially (assuming that the natural semantics is determin-
istic). According to the second condition we need to show that the markings
of the direct subtrees of d and d′ which contribute to their effective parts are
marked with the same initial state, the same program and the same applied
inference rule or axiom. Therefore we do a case distinction (either d or d′ is
finite or both are infinite), the first case is trivial because of theorem 4.3. For
the second case, we first consider the first l finite subtrees of d and show that
d′ has the same first l finite subtrees (by induction). Then we finish the proof
by showing that the first subtrees of infinite height in d and d′ contribute with
the same applied inference rule, the same initial state and the same annotated
program to the effective parts of d and d′ which completes the proof of the two
conditions in the binary coinduction principle. Therefore we conclude that the
effective parts of the original loop-program and the optimized loop-program
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are the same and, hence, their state transition sequences are also the same.

Properties of Programming Languages Assume that the semantics of a
programming language is defined by a natural semantics. Assume also that
we want to prove a certain property Q for the states reached during program
execution. Such a property could e.g. be the type-safety of the language. To
prove that Q holds in all states reached during execution, we need to show the
following: Let p be an arbitrary program, let d be a derivation tree for p for an
arbitrary but fixed initial state s, and consider the effective part eff part(d)
of d. Then we need to verify the two conditions of the unary coinduction
principle (theorem 3.3) for eff part(d), i.e. verify that Q holds for the states
in all markings in the effective part of d (by assuming that Q holds trivially for
the state ⊥). The first condition requires us to verify that Q holds in arbitrary
initial states. To verify the second condition, we need an interleaved inductive
and coinductive reasoning because the initial states are defined coinductively
while the final states (which are also initial states in neighboured derivation
subtrees) are specified inductively depending on the initial states. Consider
the first l subtrees of d which have finite height. To prove that Q holds for
all their initial and their final states requires an inductive proof along the
axioms and inference rules of the specification. If d has only l subtrees, then
we are done at this point. Otherwise, consider the l + 1-st subtree which is
the last subtree contributing to the effective part of d. Its initial state is the
uniquely determined final state of dl, for which we have already shown that
Q holds. Since eff part(d) has no more subtrees, we have verified that the
second condition of theorem 3.3 holds which completes the proof.

6 Related Work

The results of this paper contradict the common understanding that natural
semantics can only describe terminating computations (cf. [10,14] or any other
textbook or lecture notes of your choice) while structural operational seman-
tics, also called small-step semantics, is additionally suited to describe non-
terminating programs. Rather it is the common least fixed point interpreta-
tion of natural semantics that defines semantics only for terminating programs.
Usually a greatest fixed point semantics is assumed implicitly for structural
operational semantics but without drawing the conclusion that coinductive
proof rules are necessary. For both specification formalisms, both interpreta-
tions are possible. A least fixed point interpretation of structural operational
semantics defines semantics only for terminating programs by assigning them
a finite state transition sequence and an “undefined” to all non-terminating
programs. The only related research attempting to widen the interpretations
of natural semantics is described in [7]. It defines a coinductive interpretation
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of natural semantics by translating it into a small-step format. Induction is
used to reason about the thereby defined finite and infinite state transition se-
quences. This is only a half-hearted approach as it does not separate between
the coinductive character of the state transitions and the inductive nature of
the final result defined on top of them. We want to emphasize that induction
is not the appropriate proof method to reason about the state transition be-
havior of programs, see also our explanations about induction and coinduction
for lists at the end of this section.

This insight has severe consequences as it reveals that most equivalence
proofs for programs based on structural induction do hold only if the pro-
grams terminate. In particular, this holds for the research efforts in proving
the static type safety of Java [3,16,18,17]. All proofs are based on inductive
arguments and, hence, do only hold for terminating programs. Therefore, one
would assume that the machine-checking approach needs extra assumptions
when applying the inductive proof principle. Indeed, the inductive proofs
did not work without further assumptions: In the machine-checking approach
documented in detail in [17], the maximal recursive depth of evaluation is re-
stricted to a finite number, cp. paragraphs 5.3.2 and 5.7.2 of [17]. The same
assumption has been applied in the mechanical verification of the correctness
of a compiling specification [4] using the PVS system [12], cp. section 4 of [4].

We have based our proof calculus on a simple exploitation of finite and
infinite abstract data types. The set-theoretic basis for this straightforward
development can be found e.g. in [2] which shows that coinductive inter-
pretations of rule systems capture the behavior of finite and infinite state
transition sequences. Most of the existing literature on algebras and coal-
gebras and their corresponding definition and proof principles induction and
coinduction chooses a categorical setting, cp. e.g. [1,8]. Nevertheless, in most
situations one needs only polynomial functors going from the category of sets
and functions to itself. The theory of algebras and coalgebras for polynomial
functors can be stated in set theory. Then, the difference between an initial
algebra and a final coalgebra is reduced to the distinction between finite and
infinite data structures, i.e. least and greatest fixed points. We believe that
this set-theoretical setting allows for a more intuitive understanding and in
turn for better applicability in practical situations. Our notation in section 3
is based on the exposition in appendix B titled “Induction and Coinduction”
in [11]. While the explanations therein give a good understanding of least and
greatest fixed points of specifications, they do not state proof rules like the
unary or binary coinduction principle. Rather they state a proof rule that the
elements of each post fixed point fulfill the specification. In the context of
functional programming languages, coinduction and bisimulation (which cor-
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responds to the binary coinduction principle stated in section 3) have been
used to deal with non-terminating computations, cf. e.g. [5]. The research
documented in [15] investigates how compiler optimizations can be verified.
His approach uses natural semantics and is restricted to terminating computa-
tions only but is able to abstract from given state transition sequences so that
optimizations do not need to yield programs showing the exactly same state
transition sequence. It would be interesting in future work to investigate if
the coinductive version of natural semantics presented here can be combined
with these methods.

Finally a remark about lists as degenerated trees: When we reason about
state transition sequences, we start at the root of the lists and infer properties
for a child node from its parent node. This is coinduction. It is different from
induction where we start at the leaf of the list and construct (finite) lists by
using already constructed smaller lists. The inductive view is used for defining
results of computations. Thereby we assume that the list-degenerated state
transition tree has a leaf as base case. Since these dual definition and proof
principles look so similar for lists, there is often no clear distinction between
them. The difference is in the practically probably not very important, yet
existing distinction between state transition sequences of unbounded length
and sequences of infinite length. In the first case, one can deal with all fi-
nite sequences, no matter how large they are. In the second case, one can
also deal with infinite sequences. To capture also the infinite sequences, one
needs to use coinduction. Induction can only deal with finite state transi-
tion sequences of unbounded length but is not appropriate for infinite state
transition sequences. This is strikingly documented in the machine-checking
approaches discussed above which need extra assumptions restricting proofs
to terminating computations only.

7 Conclusions

Our investigations are based on the observation that programming language
semantics has two dual aspects, the state transition behavior and the compu-
tation of the final result. In consequence, programming language semantics
needs to be defined by a two-layer hierarchy: First the potentially infinite
state transition behavior is defined coinductively. On top of this coinductive
structure, an inductive definition specifies the final result of computation. It is
unique only if the state transition sequence is finite. This connection between
the coinductive and the inductive structure of program semantics seems to be
essential and not only a characteristics of natural semantics, whereupon its
greatest fixed point interpretation demonstrates it particularly clearly. In this
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sense, we have established natural semantics as a well-balanced formalism for
the semantics of programming languages as it models both aspects sufficiently
and evenly. Axiomatic semantics, in particular the Hoare calculus [6] is an
equally balanced formalism. It defines the preconditions coinductively and
the postconditions inductively. This implies that the postconditions do only
hold if the execution terminates. Especially the rule for recursive procedures
demonstrates this interleaved coinductive/inductive reasoning (cp. section 1).

We have based our proof calculus on a purely set-theoretic and simple in-
troduction to induction and coinduction and their respective definition and
proof principles. Based on the definition of an abstract data type, we have in-
troduced specifications which might put further restrictions on the valid struc-
tures. In a least fixed point setting, we consider only finite data structures.
In a greatest fixed point setting, also infinite data structures are included. In-
duction proves that only correct structures can be constructed. Coinduction
proves that no contradiction can be observed. We think that such an easily
comprehensible description helps in bridging the gap between theoretical de-
velopments in the field of formal semantics of programming languages on one
side and practical applications in reasoning about properties of programs and
programming languages on the other side. The machine-checking approaches
and their proof restrictions discussed in section 6 clearly indicate the necessity
to close this gap. The two example applications in section 5 show that the
coinductive proof rules can be used in typical practical situations.

In future work we will investigate how natural semantics deals with non-
deterministic and parallel computations and how greatest fixed point interpre-
tations and corresponding proof rules can be established for these extensions.
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